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“Allowing the government to work better with geo-information”

“We do this by improving the access to geo-information and by making it possible to exchange geo-information and other types of information, using standards.”

41 people, of which 18 are
What my first day at the Open Geospatial Consortium looked like...

Note: this IS a picture from an OGC meeting, but not actually from my first day there.
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Ellie Pell is the first woman to win the 50k Ultra outright, blasting past runner-up Richard Ellsworth in the four-hour endurance race. Pell took home both the 1st place trophy and the “fastest lady” trophy; unfortunately for Richard, race organizers never anticipated a woman might win, so no corresponding prize exists for gents.

"She also broke the overall course record by a massive 12 hours, completing the 268 mile challenge in 83h 12m 23s."
Dr. Linda van den Brink
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